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Topics

• Creating a Blank Plan of Study Using the What If 
and Save as PDF options

• Inserting Unofficial Coursework Using the Future 
Classes tool in What If 

• Saving the Plan as a PDF document

• Inserting Additional Markup and Comments in a 
PDF Using Adobe Reader



Plans of Study

• Using the What If option in Degree Works can provide 
a plan of study for any degree program

• However, to create a “blank” plan of study, we need a 
“student” in the system who doesn’t have any college 
credit

• To this end, we have created Ms. (or Mr.) Test Student 
in Banner – ID number 12345678

• By entering this student ID and using What If, advisors 
can create blank plans of study which can be used to 
perform unofficial evaluations for prospective 
students



Plans of Study

• For prospective students where unofficial transcripts 
are available, unofficial course completions can be 
added to the plan using the Future Classes function 
before saving as PDF

• Using Adobe Reader (and likely other PDF readers), 
additional comments can be added and saved to the 
PDF plan 

• The plan can then be printed or emailed directly to 
the prospective student



Creating a Blank Plan

To create a blank plan, log-in to 
Degree Works, type in the Test Student 

ID (12345678) and press Enter.



Creating a Blank Plan

You will then see a plan 
of study load for the 
fictitious non-degree 

seeking “Test, Student”.

Now select What If.



Creating a Blank Plan

As described in the “Using What If and Look 
Ahead in Degree Works” tutorial, you can then 
choose a catalog term and program, and major 

and minor options under that program to 
create a blank plan.



Inserting Unofficial Coursework

If unofficial transcripts are 
available, you can add 

unofficial transfer work to 
the plan using “Choose Your 

Future Classes”; however 
there are some limitations



Inserting Unofficial Coursework

Enter a standard course 
prefix and number, then 

click “Add Course”



Inserting Unofficial Coursework

Continue this process until all 
standard courses are added.  You 

can also remove any added courses 
by highlighting them and then 

clicking the Remove Course button.



Saving the Plan

Once program options and courses are entered, click 
Save as PDF.  NOTE: Don’t click Process What-If, or 
you will only see the results on screen and will lose 

the ability to go back and make changes to the 
Future Classes list without re-entering them all.



Saving the Plan

A pop-up window will appear informing you 
that the PDF version is being processed. Be 

patient since this may take a little while 
(generally around 10-15 seconds at most).



Saving the Plan

You can maximize the 
window to view the PDF.  

The next step is to save the 
PDF.  Saving the PDF will 
depend on browser, and 

how your browser is set up 
to process PDF documents.

Once the PDF is 
created, it will 

appear in the pop-
up window.



Saving the Plan

Note that the unofficial standard course 
completions appear in blue with “Planned 

Term” next to them



Saving the Plan

These also appear at the bottom as “In-progress”.  Also note any 
nonstandard courses that the Banner system can’t recognize will appear 
in Not Counted. If you want to remove these, close the PDF window.  This 
will take you back to What If and you can revise the Future Classes list (or 

program and major) as needed and click Save as PDF again.



Saving the PDF in Firefox

Of course, you can 
also choose the 

Printer icon if you just 
want to print the plan.

Once you have the unofficial plan with all the 
courses and you have maximized the PDF 

window in Firefox, you will see some tool icons 
in the upper right.  Click on the Download icon.   
Dialog boxes will appear that allow you to save 

the PDF or open it with Adobe Reader.  If you 
choose to save, you can choose a download 

destination and a name for the PDF file.



Saving the PDF in Internet Explorer

In the PDF window in IE, roll the 
mouse pointer towards the bottom 
of the screen, and you should see a 
tool bar appear.  Click on the Disk 
icon, and dialog boxes will appear 

that allow you to choose a 
destination and filename to save 

the PDF.  



Using Adobe Reader

• Once the blank plan is saved as a PDF file, you can use 
Adobe Reader to add other comments to the plan -
this tutorial only outlines some of the basic steps that 
can be used

• Please note:  The steps and techniques described in 
the following slides are shown with Adobe Reader DC 
– you may not have these options with older 
versions of Adobe Reader



Using Adobe Reader

If you saved the PDF plan on your desktop, you 
can double-click the PDF icon to launch Adobe 

Reader.  Or you can double-click the Adobe 
Reader icon, and then use the File – Open menu 

to select and open the saved PDF.



Using Adobe Reader

Once the PDF is displayed in Reader, 
you can add comments in many ways 

by clicking the Comment tool. 



Using Adobe Reader

Adding comments by clicking add Text 
Box is one of the best options.



Using Adobe Reader

When the text box is active, a 
formatting menu is available in Adobe 
Reader DC that allows you to format 

font sizes, types, etc.



Using Adobe Reader
You can add boxes and text, and 

resize/position them pretty much anywhere 
you want.  You can then resave the PDF 

document with the comments to print or 
email to the student.



End of Tutorial

• Please view the other available tutorials that 
will help you make the most out of using 
Degree Works.
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